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Over 100 hands-on recipes that will help you create, deploy, manage, and scale OpenShift applications

About This Book

Over 100 different solutions and shortcuts that help you to develop and deploy your next application●

quickly and efficiently
A comprehensive guide containing recipes on a wide variety of topics to assist developers from all●

backgrounds, from horizontal scaling and periodic database back-up to application monitoring
Written in a clear and comprehensible style that offers support for Java, Python, and Node.js developers●

Who This Book Is For

If you are a web application developer who wants to use the OpenShift platform to host your next big idea
but are looking for guidance on how to achieve this, then this book is the first step you need to take. This is a
very accessible cookbook where no previous knowledge of OpenShift is needed.

What You Will Learn

Teach you how to create and deploy your own Java EE and Spring applications using OpenShift●

Help you discover how to host your Node.js applications●

Guide you through developing and deploying Python web applications●

Learn the trade of building horizontally scalable applications with OpenShift●

Show you how to store your periodic database backup to Amazon S3●

Leverage the rhc command-line tool to become efficient with OpenShift●

Learn how to effectively use Jenkins with OpenShift applications●

In Detail

It is important to hit the ground running with the creation and deployment of your OpenShift applications.
This book will start by showing you how to create OpenShift applications, use different databases with your
applications, and deal with your applications based on your background as a developer. All bases have been
covered with very extensive sections on the Java, Python, and Node platforms. Your enlightening quest into
OpenShift will conclude with a discussion on how to continuously integrate and deploy your apps using
Jenkins, and how OpenShift can help you build horizontally scalable applications.

This comprehensive cookbook will show the trainee OpenShift developer a huge number of recipes,
solutions, tips, and tricks to improve their experience and enhance their expertise.
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From reader reviews:

Jon Gomes:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yes, you
can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a stroll,
shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or even read a book entitled OpenShift Cookbook?
Maybe it is to be best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time along with your favorite's
book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have different opinion?

Mary Olive:

OpenShift Cookbook can be one of your starter books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight
away because this e-book has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort that will put
every word into joy arrangement in writing OpenShift Cookbook but doesn't forget the main level, giving the
reader the hottest and based confirm resource information that maybe you can be one among it. This great
information can easily drawn you into new stage of crucial thinking.

Larry Chaffin:

Reading a book to become new life style in this year; every people loves to examine a book. When you learn
a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge, due
to the fact book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what types of
book that you have read. If you want to get information about your research, you can read education books,
but if you act like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, as
well as soon. The OpenShift Cookbook offer you a new experience in looking at a book.

Colin Rousey:

You can find this OpenShift Cookbook by browse the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various.
Not only by simply written or printed but also can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern
era just like now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right
now, choose your ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.
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